BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Despite the frequent use of unenhanced head CT for the detection of acute neurologic deficit, the radiation dose for this exam varies widely. Our aim was to evaluate the performance of lower-dose head CT for detection of intracranial findings resulting in acute neurologic deficit.
outweighs the small theoretic risk 3, 4 of associated radiation injury. Unfortunately, trade-offs between observer performance and radiation dose are not well-delineated, even for most common CT tasks, and this dearth of information likely contributes to the differences in doses among institutions.
When one uses CT to answer very specific clinical questions, dramatic dose reduction for high-contrast detection tasks using unenhanced head CT can be undertaken (eg, to rule out craniosynostosis or shunt check). [5] [6] [7] However, there are scarce scientific data or an established consensus for the lowest acceptable dose for head CT for the general evaluation of suspected neurologic deficit. CT detection of early acute cerebral infarction, subtle intracranial hemorrhage, or intracranial masses is a more challenging and demanding diagnostic task because these pathologies result in only subtle low-contrast differences in the involved structures. Iterative reconstruction (IR) can provide noninferior performance for high-contrast detection tasks at lower doses; however, recent data in phantoms and abdominal CT suggest that the improvement in observer performance compared with filtered back-projection (FBP) may be limited. [8] [9] [10] [11] Most studies examining lower-dose head CT with iterative reconstruction have relied on subjective comparisons of image quality or contrast-to-noise ratios rather than observer (ie, radiologist) performance. Practical considerations such as collecting cases with proven imaging findings, obtaining CT images at multiple doses, and correlating imaging findings between dose levels and reference standards make such research challenging.
We have recently studied a small number of patients (n ¼ 43) with suspected neurologic deficit. 12, 13 This preliminary study defined lower-dose levels that were unable to preserve observer performance but included a mix of both subtle and very obvious cases, which may have affected our ability to discriminate observer performance among varying dose levels. The current study builds on these initial results to compare observer performance between routine and lower-dose levels for the detection of visually challenging intracranial findings causing acute neurologic deficit in a larger number of patients and addresses the ability of iterative reconstruction to assist with dose reduction.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients and Cases
The primary diagnostic task for this study was to identify imaging findings that may require further treatment or evaluation or that may potentially explain patient signs or symptoms in patients with suspected acute neurologic deficit. After approval by the institutional review board of Mayo Clinic, we archived CT image and projection data of patients who underwent clinically indicated spiral head CT examinations for suspected acute neurologic deficit and who provided consent for the use of medical records for research purposes. CT image and projection data were collected between August 20, 2013, and May 3, 2014. Archived CT images were then reviewed by a board-certified reference neuroradiologist (D.R.D., with 19 years of experience as an attending neuroradiologist) to ensure that inclusion and exclusion criteria were met for this retrospective, case-control study.
All patients underwent CT for suspected acute neurologic deficit. Inclusion criteria were different for positive and negative cases but required reference criteria to be met. Positive cases were additionally required to have sufficient clinical evidence to meet reference standard criteria for at least 1 of 4 target conditions causing acute neurologic deficit: 1) infarction (acute, subacute, chronic, or indeterminate age), 2) intra-axial hemorrhage (eg, contusion), 3) mass, or 4) extra-axial hemorrhage (eg, subdural, subarachnoid, epidural, intraventricular). Reference standard criteria for accepting positive cases into the study required confirmation of an imaging abnormality on the CT examination by the reference radiologist, in addition to the following: 1) clinical physician confirmation of neurologic deficits at physical examination corresponding to abnormal imaging findings on the index CT examination, 2) progression or confirmation of imaging findings on another imaging examination (eg, subsequent MR imaging, CT perfusion), or 3) confirmation of imaging findings at an operation. The reference neuroradiologist, unblinded to all clinical information and all subsequent imaging and surgical reports, then marked CT images for all CT findings relating to the target diagnosis that were present within the imaged volume that met inclusion criteria using a specially designed computer workstation, tightly circumscribing each CT imaging finding relating to each diagnosis and documenting correlative reference information using standard menus. An ROI was also placed within white or gray matter (as appropriate) to reflect the background CT number in which the target lesion was located.
Negative cases were required to have sufficient evidence that a suspected acute neurologic deficit was not present. Reference standard criteria for accepting negative cases into the study included both the clinical neuroradiologist interpreting the head CT at the time of imaging as well as the unblinded reference neuroradiologist indicating that no imaging findings associated with the 4 target conditions were present, and lack of focal neurologic findings on physical examination by the clinical attending neurologist. Imaging findings of small vessel ischemic change associated with aging (leukoaraiosis) were noted in all included CT exams whether or not one of the four target diagnoses were present.
To determine the lowest radiation dose at which observer performance was noninferior to routine dose, we constructed the study cohort to display visually challenging imaging findings that might affect a radiologist's ability to detect the target diagnoses at different radiation dose levels. Obvious CT findings such as a large intracranial hemorrhage can be detected at even the 10%-20% dose levels, 12 and inclusion of such obvious cases does not help discriminate the diagnostic differences among dose levels. The nonreader reference neuroradiologist visually evaluated 857 CT examinations (620 negative and 237 positive) that met all reference and inclusion criteria and graded the conspicuity of abnormal imaging findings associated with the target diagnoses along a 4-point scale: 1) minimally evident (eg, minimal obscuration of the lentiform nucleus and insular cortex in new infarcts that might be easily missed), 2) subtle (eg, more definite acute infarct or small metastases on noncontrast spiral head CT), 3) distinct abnormality with well-defined borders (eg, small chronic infarct, small intraparenchymal hematoma), or 4) obvious finding (eg, chronic territorial infarct, large acute intraparenchymal hematoma, or diffuse subarachnoid hemorrhage). Thus, cases with obvious imaging findings that would have no discriminatory value in selecting the appropriate radiation dose level would not be included. On the basis of this subjective conspicuity score, visually challenging positive cases that met reference criteria were selected from among the collected positive cases meeting inclusion criteria (Fig 1) .
The target population for this study was constructed as previously described, with a population of 83 patients, approximately half of whom would have 1 of the 4 target lesions causing acute neurologic deficit. 12 
Image Acquisition and Reconstruction
Unenhanced spiral head CT examinations were acquired using nearly identical CT platforms (Definition FLASH or Definition ASþ; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using a single x-ray tube, a detector configuration of 64 Â 0.6 mm with a z-flying focal spot yielding 128 detector rows, 1-second tube rotation time, 120 kV (peak), and either 250 effective mAs (eff. mAs) or 340 eff. mAs. The higher tube current was obtained if the examination was part of a trauma scan in our emergency department. Routinedose CT images were reconstructed using a J40 head kernel using iterative reconstruction with a strength of 2 (sinogram-affirmed iterative reconstruction [SAFIRE]; Siemens), with 5-mm-thick images reconstructed every 5 mm in the axial plane and 2-mm-thick images reconstructed every 2 mm in the coronal plane. CT images corresponding to lower-dose levels were created by inserting image noise in CT projection data using a highly accurate and validated noise-insertion tool. 5, 6, 13, 14 For projection data obtained using 120 kV and 340 eff. mAs, noise was inserted to obtain images corresponding to 250 eff. mAs so that all patient "routine" dose examinations corresponded to the same dose level. On the basis of the prior results, CT projection data dose levels corresponding to 100, 50, and 25 eff. mAs were then also created using iterative reconstruction at these dose levels, and additionally with FBP at 50, 100, and 200 eff. mAs (Table 1) . Noise-inserted CT projection data for each case were subsequently loaded back onto the CT system to reconstruct corresponding axial and coronal images with the appropriate reconstruction kernel.
Image Evaluation by Neuroradiologists
Three neuroradiologists with 18, 18, and 5 years of experience as clinical neuroradiologists at our institution were selected as blinded radiologist readers. Because of the unique features of head CT (complicated anatomy, variety of normal aging processes not representing pathology), a standardized reader training manual that defined pathologies to be detected and instructions for reporting reader confidence scores (with anchors) was developed and reviewed by each participating neuroradiologist (On-line Appendix). Confidence scores ranged from 0 (indicating certainty that the circumscribed finding is not one of the target lesions) to 100 (indicating the highest degree of certainty that can be achieved with CT for one of the target findings). 15, 16 Neuroradiologists were instructed not to mark frequently seen aging processes such as small-vessel ischemic change (leukoaraiosis), benign intraparenchymal calcification, chronic lacunar infarctions, or arachnoid cysts. Formal one-on-one reader training with the principal investigator was completed, with each reader interpreting 20 training cases selected to match the case mix, pathologies, and dose-reconstruction configurations in the subsequent reader study, discussing reader confidence ratings and any questions. 17 Readers evaluated routine-dose-reconstruction and 6 lowerdose-reconstruction configurations using a specialized computer workstation viewing images using at least 2 window settings (80/40 and 33/40) in multiple sessions. Once a CT finding corresponding to a target diagnosis was identified, readers were instructed to tightly circumscribe all imaging abnormalities 14, 18 Examinations were interpreted in random order, with only 1 dose-reconstruction configuration per patient interpreted during each session.
Statistical Analysis
The sample size for this study was determined as a part of a 3stage study design with the objective in this stage to screen and prioritize imaging strategies for evaluation in a large, future 10reader, multicase study (stage 3). Stage 1, which consisted of 43 independent cases, has been previously published. 12 The original sample size calculations determined that 83 cases were needed for this second stage of the study. Matching of colocalized reference and reader detections was performed by the reference neuroradiologist (Fig 2) . Comparison of reader performance between routine-dose head CT (at 250 eff. mAs) using a head IR kernel (J40 strength 2) with lower-dose reconstruction configurations was performed using reader agreement rules and jackknife alternative free-response receiver operating characteristic figure of merit (JAFROC FOM) noninferiority analysis. Reader agreement rules compared reader localizations on the routine dose with the lower-dose configurations. For positive cases (i.e., one of the four target diagnoses was present), readers had to localize all target lesions, which were identified by 2 of 3 neuroradiologist readers at routine-dose configurations (denoted as "essential lesions"). For negative cases without imaging findings corresponding to a focal neurologic deficit, no false-positive localizations could be made by $2 of the neuroradiologist readers. Preset criteria for prioritization of a lower-dose configuration were agreement with routine dose interpretation in 71 of the 83 cases (86% of examinations). 8 JAFROC FOM analysis used the reader confidence scores input by the readers as well as their circumscribed imaging findings. A full description of JAFROC FOM for a mixed population as in this study has been provided previously. 19, 20 When .1 imaging finding was present in positive cases, findings were weighted according to the reciprocal of the number of findings. FOMs were calculated for every dose level and every reader. The contrasts (comparisons) of FOMs were estimated using the Hillis improvement (Dorfman, Berbaum, and Metz method under the modeling assumption of fixed readers, random cases using the Rjafroc package, Version 1.0.1 [https://cran.r-project.org/]). Noninferiority of lower-dose configurations was represented by calculating the estimated difference between routine and lower-dose configurations, with the limit of noninferiority set at À0.10, a value determined a priori on the basis of investigator consensus. This limit means that when the lower limit of the 95% confidence interval is greater than À0.10, noninferiority with observer performance at a routine dose is achieved.
In addition to these analyses, typical measures of diagnostic accuracy such as per-patient sensitivity and specificity and per-lesion sensitivity were performed. For the purposes of this calculation, a cutoff reader confidence of 10 (of 100) for one of the target findings was used. For per-patient specificity, there could be no reader circumscriptions with a confidence level of .10 in negative cases. For these measures of diagnostic performance, generalized estimating equations (GEEs) were used to estimate the pooled estimate across the 3 readers for each imaging strategy.
For the image quality ratings (eg, overall impression of diagnostic image quality), a summary score was computed for each of the datasets. The summary score was the mean of the 3 readers. Tests for differences in image quality across dose and reconstruction were facilitated by a mixed model consisting of a random patient factor to account for the correlation of image qualities across the doses and assumed Gaussian errors. Post hoc comparisons of the quality summary score were considered descriptive and were not adjusted for multiple testing across doses. We evaluated the effect of certain CT lesion characteristics such as size, CT number difference, and contrast-to-noise ratio compared with adjacent normal-appearing brain parenchyma on observer performance using Spearman rank coefficients comparing these parameters with mean reader confidence for correctly detected lesions. For false-negative examinations, a confidence score of zero was assigned.
RESULTS
Eighty-three CT examinations in patients with suspected neurologic deficit had a mean volume CT dose index (CTDI vol ) of 38.1 6 1.3 mGy. Forty-two positive cases had 70 proven target lesions (ie, mean, 1.6 6 1.2 target imaging findings causing suspected neurologic deficit per patient). There were 29 infarcts, 25 masses, 10 extra-axial hemorrhages, and 6 intra-axial hemorrhages ( Table 2 ). The mean area for the imaging findings was 6.9 6 8.2 cm 2 , with the longest and shortest linear dimensions being 3.9 6 3.0 cm and 2.2 6 1.1 cm, respectively. Thirty patients (36%) had leukoaraiosis (17 with proven target lesions, 13 without lesions). Table 3 shows reader agreement for lower-dose configurations along with JAFROC FOMs. The 25-eff. mAs IR configuration failed to meet preset criteria for reader agreement rules. For lower-dose configurations, a greater proportion of nonagreement with the routine dose comes from missed lesions (false-negative interpretations) rather than false-positive interpretations (or localizations) in negative examinations (Figs 2 and 3) . At least 2 of 3 of the neuroradiologists identified 94% of the target lesions at 200-eff. mAs FBP, and this declined to 87% at 50-eff. mAs IR and 81% at 50-eff. mAs FBP, while the number of correctly interpreted negative cases remained virtually identical. Table 4 shows the GEE per-patient sensitivity and specificity, as well as the target lesion sensitivity for CT findings accounting for neurologic deficits in our patient by majority of readers. c Dose-reconstruction configuration did not meet preset criteria for agreement with routine-dose interpretation, which was defined as agreement in 71 of the 83 examinations.
population. Per-target lesion GEE sensitivity was significantly decreased compared with routine-dose unenhanced head CT for a 25-eff. mAs IR configuration (Figs 4 and 5) . Per-patient GEE sensitivity was not significantly different from the reference dose at any lower configurations. GEEs per patient specificity declined only slightly at lower doses. Figure 4 is the forest plot demonstrating the difference between routine-dose and the lower-dose configurations. Only the 100-eff. mAs IR and 200-eff. mAs FBP lower-dose configurations demonstrated noninferiority compared with the routine dose, with noninferiority not demonstrated for 100-eff. mAs FBP and lower-dose configurations. Figure 5 demonstrates the overall image-quality ratings for routine and lower-dose configurations. Each lower-dose configuration had significantly inferior image quality (P , .05). At 100-eff. mAs and 50-eff. mAs dose levels, configurations with iterative reconstruction had significantly higher image quality (P , .001).
Mean reader confidence was moderately affected by lesion size (Spearman correlation coefficients for lower-dose configurations: ƿ¼ 0. 
DISCUSSION
In keeping with the as low as reasonably achievable principle, radiologists strive to perform diagnostically useful imaging at the lowest possible radiation exposure dose to the patient. In this work, we systematically evaluated the ability to reduce the radiation dose for spiral unenhanced head CT for acute neurologic deficit without compromising neuroradiologist observer performance. Our study cohort included patients with suspected neurologic deficit with either proven CT findings positive for infarction, intra-axial hemorrhage, mass, or extra-axial hemorrhage by the reference criteria or CT examinations negative for imaging findings correlating to these target diagnoses accompanied by lack of focal neurologic findings on physical a routine dose and the lower-dose configurations for CT findings causing acute neurologic deficit. The limit of noninferiority was established a priori to be À0.10, meaning that if the lower limit of the 95% confidence interval is greater than À0.10, then noninferiority was shown.
examination by the clinical attending neurologist. We found that there were small, nonsignificant decreases in sensitivity for CT findings accounting for neurologic deficits at all lower-dose configurations but that there was substantial opportunity for dose reduction if small decreases in performance were acceptable. Specifically, we found that observer performance was noninferior down to 40% of our routine dose level (ie, a tube current setting of 100 effective mAs, corresponding to a CTDI vol of 15.2 mGy; Table 4 ) when iterative reconstruction was used. At the same dose level with images reconstructed with weighted FBP, sensitivity for target lesions accounting for neurologic deficits declined by about 2%-3% and specificity declined by 1.5%-5%.
Prior work examining the ability to lower the radiation dose at unenhanced head CT has been largely focused on the ability to improve image quality, [21] [22] [23] because this may be a barrier to radiologists examining noisier, lower-dose images. Wu et al 24 examined image quality and diagnostic accuracy using iterative reconstruction with a case-control design and lowering the rotation dose by 43% with either tube current or tube voltage reduction. They found that dose reduction achieved with tube current reduction and IR preserved image quality, but their study did not report observer performance for pathologic entities, relying instead on detection of subcortical arteriosclerotic encephalopathy and the number of infarcts as a surrogate marker. Additionally, several studies evaluating unenhanced head CT have not used spiral head CT, which can facilitate a lower radiation dose compared with sequential scanning. 25 Without observer performance data to ensure that lower doses do not result in inferior performance, routine diagnostic levels are often set by subjective image-quality perceptions of individuals or by benchmarking to other institutions. Having observer performance data on which to facilitate dose reduction is needed for making objective decisions and may assist in overcoming differences among institutions.
Recent clinical and phantom studies in abdominal CT have highlighted the limitations of iterative reconstruction and its ability to facilitate radiation-dose reduction for low-contrast objects such as hepatic metastases. Mileto et al 9 recently had 16 radiologists examine a low-contrast detectability phantom and found that radiation doses resulted in similar declines in observer performance for FBP and IR and that differences among radiologists were larger than across reconstruction algorithms. Jensen et al 11 found that an approximately 50% dose reduction with one iterative reconstruction approach did not preserve observer performance for the detection of hepatic metastases. Fletcher et al 8, 12 found that FBP and IR performed similarly at lower doses in detecting hepatic metastases and that IR might only be needed to maintain observer performance at a certain threshold dose. Similar to these studies, we found that performance for the detection of intracranial findings causing acute neurologic deficits declined slightly at lower doses using JAFROC FOM as a metric of observer performance but that iterative reconstruction was helpful in preserving noninferiority at 100 eff. mAs. On the basis of this work, we plan to refine the results with a multireader, multcase study with 10 neuroradiologists to better predict the lowest dose that can preserve performance.
Our study has limitations. Because of the concern for missing subtle findings in patients with acute neurologic deficits, we used a retrospective case-control study design using an enriched cohort of visually challenging CT findings to discriminate radiation dose levels, with these findings proven on the basis of surgical assessment, follow-up imaging, or corresponding neurologic deficits. From a radiation exposure standpoint, it is not possible to re-image patients directly at multiple differing exposures during the same imaging session. Therefore, we relied on a validated noise-insertion method to reconstruct CT images corresponding to multiple dose levels; however, we have found that this method is highly accurate and has allowed our clinical practice to readily adopt research findings obtained using this method. 5, 6 CT interpretation at reduced radiation dose levels is subjectively more demanding and fatiguing than at standard doses, and the potential effects of radiologist fatigue could not be measured in our study because neuoradiologists interpreted cases with different dose levels in each interpretation session. Finally, our results relied on interpretations by only 3 neuroradiologists, and extrapolation of their interpretations to a larger number of neuroradiologists or general radiologists may be limited.
CONCLUSIONS
This study helps to better define the potential dose reduction that can be achieved with conventional spiral CT and IR that will maintain diagnostic performance for evaluation of suspected neurologic deficit. Our study demonstrates that substantial opportunity exists for dose reduction using spiral nonenhanced head CT and that the dose level might potentially be reduced to 40% of routine dose levels or a CTDI vol of approximately 15 mGy if slight decreases in performance are acceptable (eg, in follow-up and surveillance). Furthermore, the beneficial effect of IR was most pronounced at this 15-mGy dose level. Above this dose level, observer performance might be preserved with filtered back-projection alone.
